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 il est temps de se passer de V2.0. Saviq: I tested the new d-bus merge yesterday, it looks fine to me pitti, thanks pitti: it looks
like seb128 will be around for at least a few minutes, if you'd like to look at the g-c-c upload at the same time, and verify it's

sane. seb128: I'm looking into the evolution-ews issue, but that just makes sense ;) cyphermox, sure I'll need to do a bit of
packaging magic for the evolution-ews-migrate tool ok, let me get that one out of the way first cyphermox, thanks, also I'm

looking into e-d-s, not sure how much I can do there the index thing? could it be a local copy of an outdated index? that would
mean they still fetch the data from the ui to display the packages in the index, while that data has been updated in the xml yes,

that could be it when the evolution-ews-migrate tool runs, it downloads the e-d-s xml file and checks that the lists match the lists
there it doesn't change the actual list, it just checks that it matches ok, so it should be ok I'll need to take a look at the e-d-s

changes, but I think I can do it relatively easily no hurry but if you want to look at the vcs trunk before going to bed maybe sure
it's not all that complicated, just needs some re-org'ing of some vars right maybe tomorrow i'm going to do some work on

gtk+3.0 later to try to fix the builds for precise seb128: ^ 520fdb1ae7
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